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Hemingway describes that love theme itself faces many complications in life because whenever Jig the 

main protagonist feels that trying new things in life is very important but even happiness never appears to 

seem long living in the life of the lovers when there are discrepancies in their choices  and thoughts changes 

peace and happiness in their relationship resulting into finding a way out to remove complications from 

relationship which remains true because realistic and optimistic thoughts results in sacrificing the most 

cherished gift of God in the form of baby by aborting it. And it is purity in thoughts which compels her to 

abort the baby as she agrees to get the operation done because the American man does not reflect courtesy 

nor softness towards her in the form of lack of hope, faith and happiness in life.   

He even describes the threat of violence outshines sadness and togetherness from life and makes life 

depressed due to his nature which makes life more difficult to live without dreams so she encounters a lot 

of struggle making life more impossible for the lovers to live. 

Hemingway describes the brutality of war which makes Henry sick in the short story, “A Farewell to Arms" 

haunted by the reality of death that brings distress and unhappiness in the life of the people so much invested 

in this reality that he feels disillusioned finds life unauthentic and lost freedom of existence lost in the 

attitude of 'bad faith' which seems intolerable and unpleasant to him so find life misfortunate and painful to 

live proving grace under pressure to faithfully prove his responsibilities and duty as a soldier. Although his 

body is exhausted still mind remains intact  from alienation, disillusion, disappointment and despair which 

governs the entire life.  

 


